It has been created within the larger realm culture, in that "Black methodology differs from most colonial differences by members of a minority community who reside within a nation of cultural biases."
Introduction
Brown poems are inspired by her aesthetic beauty keying messages of liberty, desponding meaning through dance, expelling reason through sound, desponding language through hymns as she uplifts her audience through an American epic reflective of the social conditions of American culture.
Expansion
Voices echoing, muttering sounds Like a black hawk calling its mate.
Crying out, searching, crying out, No response.
Pain will pierce the heart, Sorrow will be a hallow shell, Memories will be broken, Words of the mentally ill.
Difficulty is the prisoner of self-thought, Voices die within a glass shield.
Words have become a vacant lot, Racy thoughts ready to explode.
Words pulled from my lips

Recognizes forbidden truth
Dangling in the spoken absence of confusion.
A delusional mind wonders across the page Infinitely desponding madness.
Indulgence
Voices climb effortlessly through this gate of thorns I become another wasted suicide.
I become prisoner to stolen voices empty hearts letting go Relationships pierce the glass ceiling of my heart i cry for all the life I love.
I become the disabled poet singing words into a barren sky Voices sing my name backwards lead me into a dance of death. 
Dark Skin
I touched the black crow lips as black as my skin is dark I am the black African princess respected by black men as I am a black strong Nubian goddess who has been through hell in my black skin my black race has retired many disguises of invisible black words I a black celestial queen invisible to the clouds and the stars who wears a mask of black pride of black culture of black existence I speak of black hope every tear I have shed into the black sea of black melted ice hidden the signs of black hope enchanted by my black spirit black spirit that soars through light through the heavenly winds of night I yearn beautiful experiences of energy the speed of light black life through the age of birth I kissed life into the black souls of fate that speak in many tongues with the promise between our black souls would remain as a sign of black hope I am the black womb the black poem the black child the black female who asks to exist within this black mask because my dark skin needs to breath
For the colored girl
I am a black sister a black soul sister a black right on time sister a black give me five sister a black no fooling sister a black I just got to have it sister a black you better not play me sister a black try me sister a black give me a dime sister a black scared of that sister a black is you for real sister a black you better watch your back sister a black show you right sister a black I'm all that sister a black 24/7 sister a black I'm so good sister a black slap me because I am too good sister a black gotcha sister a black penny for your thought sister a black you so cool sister a black bad dressing sister a black cool cat sister a black you better respect sister a black sister with class sister a black representing sister a black you better recognize sister a black no playing sister a beautiful black motivated educated free spoken sister a black sister who don't play.
Gran-ma's cooking
She milked the cow 
Discussion
It became a time when I wanted to reach an audience to feel the struggle of my race in this generation. This generation where blacks thought it is cool to go to jail. It is a generation where lot of boys and girls who get locked in prison. It is a generation of a large population of aids victims. It is a generation where single women have to raise a family alone. It is a generation of the poverty gap is large amongst blacks. It is a generation of high drop-out rates in school. It is a generation of girl prostitution. High rate of gays and lesbian women who live privately outside the church. I am reflective to our troubled youth that a black poor person can become an educated poet as an inspiration to young readers.
Conclusion
I like to read poetry and short fiction. The types of poems I like to read are from the Harlem Renaissance. My favorite poets are Nikki Giovanni, Maya Angelou and Langston Hughes. I also like to read other famous poets modern poem anthologies. I read poetry every week to study the poet's style and craft. My favorite poem by Nikki is Cotton Candy on a Rainy Day. My favorite poem by Angelou is Why the Caged Bird Sings. My favorite poem by Langston is America. I like Gwendolyn Brooks' poem Kitchenette. I also like Browning, Frost, Plath and Emily Dickenson. I find myself writing once a week. I pressure my thought process to think, read and to write poetry. Poetry is like therapy for me. I write about cultural issues reflected of my Las Vegas culture in how I relate to having mental illness. Some African American instructors consider my form of writing like Civil Rights poem. A Resolution is a poem written about the social conventions of African American struggle for cultural diversity. America is a poem written about the struggle for African Americans in our conquest to having equality. When I write I am happy for others to reflect on my ideas and relate to them in their own way. My short term goals is to express myself with clarity in my poems. My long term goal is to develop a quality poem to get my poems published.
